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Flex-lift/130
A versatile mobile lifter
Flex-lift can be folded and dismantled in
two pieces without the use of any tools.
The low weight makes it possible for
one person to transport the lift almost
anywhere.
The Flex-lift can be carried in two bags
with wheels weighing only 13 and 14 kg.

Mobile Flex

Height & width adjustable 2-post system
Suitable for people who need an immediate and/ or
temporary hoisting solution that can be easily and simply
fitted, used and removed.
The gantry is easy to assemble, and no tools are required
to adjust height and width in order to provide reliable
temporary solution.
Combined with our Luna overhead lift, it’s a simple
and functional lifting system and the ideal choice for
accommodations.

Marina

All terrain beach wheelchair
Marina has two floating armrests and wide
wheels that can tackle the soft beach sand.
Made of high strength materials, easy to
clean, disassembled and folded quickly for
transport or storage.
Customize it with your own logo on the
backrest (extra costs).

See products on www.winncare.com

Winncare/TravelLite
The shower- and commode chair that
comes with its own suitcase
Winncare/Travel is designed as a modular
system, allowing the user to adapt
to changing needs; from a shower &
commode chair to a lightweight transport
chair.
It is easy to dismantle without tools and
pack into its own suitcase. The chair and
the suitcase only weigh 9.9 kg.

Pool-lift

Make all your facilities accessible
Swimming is particularly valuable for people with disabilities,
since the water allows them to move without assistance, an
important discovery and experience for anyone with a disability.
So why not give your guests the ultimate experience during their
stay?
No matter if it’s a large water park og a small pool, it’s important
to make the facilities accesible for your guests.
The Pool-lift makes it possible to go from the wheelchair into the
pool - and the other way around.
And if you need mobility and hygiene solutions for the changingand bathroom as well, do not hesitate to contact us.
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